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Trustees work for
salary solutions
by Tom Stanton and
Carrina Galloway
Staff reporters

Kevin Reitan/Observer

Marsha Brandt, Faculty Senate secretary, sorts ballots for Wednesday's
confidence vote in Central President Ivory Nelson. For complete results,
visit the Observer Online at http://www.cwu.edu/-observer.

Last Friday, Central's Board of Trustees
(BOT) instructed Central President Ivory
Nelson and Faculty Senate Chair John
Alsoszatai-Petheo to work together in an effort
to solve the problems between the faculty and
administration.
"We've got to start moving forward because
we can't stay like this much longer," Leslie
Jones, !30T member, said at the BOT meeting.
The Faculty Senate passed a motion in
October which includes six positions the
Faculty Senate wanted the BOT to adopt and
support. The six positions include working
with the legislature to address the salary equity
issues and making faculty salaries similar to
those at other state universities. Instead of
adopting the six positions, the BOT said more
input was needed.
The BOT said President Nelson and
Alsoszatai-Petheo need to discuss the issues
and work together toward a solution.
Alsoszatai-Petheo asked the board to appoint
an ombudsman who would act as mediator
between faculty and administration. The
trustees were unsure what authority an
ombudsman would have, but agreed all options
should be explored.
Monday, Nelson and Alsoszatai-Petheo met

for the first time since the mandate. Nelson said
the process will likely move very slowly
because Alsoszatai-Petheo must get faculty
input on the issue. Nevertheless, he believes the
partnership will go well.
"I'm very optimistic that this is going to
work because I think genuinely everyone
knows we must address these issues," Nelson
said. "It will be successful."
On Tuesday, BOT Chair Gwen Chaplin
released a statement on behalf of the BOT in
support of President Nelson. Chaplin said the
BOT was happy with Nelson's leadership.
"While we are interested in the vote sponsored by the Faculty Senate and while we take
it seriously, this vote is not driving the Board of
Trustees' decision-making," Chaplin said.
The first point of the Faculty Senate's
motion addresses faculty salary disparities
between Central's faculty and faculty at
Central's peer institutions. The Faculty Senate
suggested the BOT work with the legislature to
secure funding to bring the faculty's salaries in
line with other state universities.
"I don't think we can argue for money the
state doesn't have, but I think we can argue for
fairness," Alsoszatai-Petheo said at the BOT
meeting. "The issue is not Central, it's the
state's treatment of its universities."

See PAY, Page 2

Greyhound continues hunt for new home
by Stephen Regenold
Contributing reporter
The Ellensburg Greyhound station is being pushed from all sides.
Zoning regulations, shortterm lease agreements and
public opinion have kept the
station from finding a permanent home to fit its needs.
'"We are not close enough,
to the university," Bill Ford,
Greyhound area sales manager, said. "Eighty-five percent
of our passengers come from
Central and we want to service them better."
Greyhound is located
west of campus at 801
Okanogan St. The station has operated at this address for more than a
decade, but the management has
bee11 looking for a more accessible
location since last spring. They tried,
unsuccessfully, to move to two different locations near the school.
The company first worked with
Central in an effort to build a new
· facility on the east end of campus
near Starbucks. After some evaluation, Greyhound deemed the con-

struction too expensive. The owners . vicinity.
later attempted to move into the
Ford believes Greyhound was
Taylor-Richardson building down- being discriminated against.
town.
"They were going to make us do
"They complained that we would the SEPA evaluation to cut a door
in,'~ Ford said. "Now, if
you drive past the building you can see that the
new businesses have not
. only a door there but also
two windows. And I
don't think they had to do
a SEPA evaluation."
Residents
worried
about diesel fumes and
the close contact with
- Bill Ford
pedestrians and crowds
Greyhound can attract. ,
"The property was
give off too many fumes in our pro- zoned right and the building would
posed downtown site," Ford said. have worked," Stalder said, "but the
"And to move in we would've had to city just didn't want Greyhound
have a SEPA (State Environmental downtown."
Policy Act) study performed."
Robert Witkowski, Ellensburg's
Doug Stalder, owner of the head of City Planning, does not thmk
Taylor-Richardson building, said the Greyhound was discriminated
City's decision was influenced by a against but, rather, believes the studlocal resident's petition. Petition cre- ies would have been necessary had
ators did not want Greyhound in the the bus company been allowed to
downtown Taylor-Richardson build- move in.
ing or anywhere in the downtown
With new station ownership and

''Eighty-five percent of

our passengers come
from Central, and we
want to service them
bette~
''

Stephen Regenold/Observer

Despite setbacks, Greyhound, housed in the building
shown, is still searching for a new location. Bill Ford, the
area sales manager, said he would like to find a location
closer to Central.
tightening zoning regulations,
Greyhound's move may be eminent.
Operating under a monthly lease add
in an unauthorized zone, they could
be cut out at any time.
"A new owner has ?ought the

building, and it is possible that we
could be out this spring," Ford said.
"Also, we are not actually in the correct zone. We are required to operate
in a commercial zone, but our current building sits in a highway zone."
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Jerro1•s Campus police

search for jeans

925-9851
Nov. 11, 1:59 a.m.
Campus police responded to a
fight between two men in Davies
Hall. One of the men was issued an
MIP, while the other was cited for .
disorderly conduct.

I

Campus Cops

Nov. 12, 1:45 a.m.
On a routine traffic stop for failing to use a turn signal at the corner
of 17th Ave. and D Street, a 22-yearold male was issued a DUI.
Nov. 12, 2:01 p.m.
Campus police received a call
that a male non-Central student was
selling roses in Hebeler Hall. The
subject was asked to leave campus.
Nov. 13, 3:17 p.m.
Campus police received three
- separate calls from people who said
their jeans were stolen out of the
laundry facility in Brooklane Village.
The case is under investigation.

for your
convenience

Nov.13, 4:30 p.m.
A student reported that her vehicle had been stolen from the 1-15 lot.
She later realized she had actually
just forgotten where she parked her
automobile.

lerrol's
will have an
additional

Nov. 13, 4:40 p.m.
Campus police picked up a 14-

fall quarter

Staff reporter

year-old girl on the second floor of
the library. The subject was a runaway and had a warrant out for her
arrest.

Nov.14
Police responded to various areas
of Meisner Hall that had "4-20"
spray painted on the walls. The case
is under investigation.
Nov. 14, 11:15 p.m.
On a routine traffic stop for driving without headlights in the area of
Eighth Avenue. and Sprague Street, a
man was arrested and issued a DUI.
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MARK A. CHMELEWSKI
701 N. Pine• Ellensburg, WA
(509) 933-1LAW • (509) 933-1FAX

mac11aw@eburg.com

dee 6 - 10 am to 10 pm

:

There will be no
Observer on
Thanksgiving Day,
Thursday, Nov. 19.
The next and final
issue for fall quarter
will be available on
Dec. 3.

e

dee 5 - 12 pm to 10 pm
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Starbuck's

Armed men rob the DOL
Two men entered the
Department of Licensing in
Ellensburg Saturday brandishing
guns, the Ellensburg Police
Department reported. No one was
hurt, but the masked men made
off with an unknown amount of
money from the cash register. The
Ellensburg Police Department are
looking for two men, approximately 5' 9", who were wearing
dark sweats and ski masks. Both
men were also wearing gloves,
and neither spoke during the
ordeal. The men fled on foot from
the Mountain View Avenue location.

by Mike Wells

textbook
buyback

News@ a glance

dee 7 - 12 pm to 6 pm

Survey deadline extended
The deadline for returning
Dining Services surveys has been
extended to Monday, Nov. 23. The
surveys, are part of a project to
renovate Holmes Dining Hall and
improve dining options on campus, but were late arriving in the
mail last week. Those returning
surveys before the deadline are
eligible to win a number of prizes.
Use less stuff, not useless stuff
Happy "Use Less Stuff' day!
Now in its fourth year and sponsored by Keep An:ierica Beautiful,

the Environmental Protection
Agency and the Use Less Stuff
(ULS) Report, this annual event
emphasizes reducing waste during
the holiday season. The ULS
report will be publishing a
newsletter titled "42 Ways to Trim
Your Holiday Wasteline," available via the Internet at
www.cgv.org/cgv.

Habitat seeks volunteers
At 5 p.m. tonight in SUB 208,
Habitat For Humanity (HFH) will
be holding an informational meeting. The agenda for the meeting
includes chartering a Central
chapter of HFH, as well as volunteer opportunities during spring
break through HFH. For more
information, contact Faculty
Adviser Fred Cutlip at 963-2401.
Jerrol's protests buyout
Jerrol's Book and Supply
Company has announced that they ·
have written a letter to the Federal
Trade Commission protesting
Barnes & Noble's acquisition of
Ingram Books, a supplier of
Jerrol's. Rolf Williams, Jerrol's
president, said the buyout would
be anti-competitive, making independent book stores dependent on
their major competitor.

PAY: 'The Students'
address Trustees
Nelson is awaiting the governor's
response.
"The Students," a political watchThe
Higher
Education dog group on campus, were given a
Coordinating Board set the goal for brief time to speak at last Friday's
faculty salaries as the 75th per- meeting. The group presented a peticentile. Central 's salaries are now 23 tion to the BOT which had been
percent below the 75th percentile. signed by 1,100 Central students.
President Nelson has already mailed The petition calls for the board to
a proposal to the governor which examine what "The Students" see as
requests $13 million over the next . an unbalanced distribution of univerbiennium for faculty salary adjust- sity funds and a lack of input from
ments.
students and faculty.
Two million dollars of the request
"The Students" are also calling
is earmarked for salary adjustments for the resignation of President
for the current fiscal year. President Nelson.

Continued from Page 7

Papa/l/ur~

dee 8 - 12 pm to 6 pm

TAKE 'N' BAKE PIZZA

dee 9 - 10 am to 10 pm

dee 10 - 10 am to 10 pm

dee 11 - 10 am to 10 pm
dee 12 - 10 am to 5 pm

Large Pepperoni Pizza

!
I
I

S4!!~

!

;I S6!!~ ;I :
I
I
I
I
..I _________ ..I I

I
Not valid with
other offcn..
I
~p=-212..:9:.!. - - ..

Three 100% real cheeses topped with 70
slices of premium Gallo pepperoni

Three 100% real cheeses topped with
real Canadian. bacon & juicy Dole
pineapple
Not valid •i.t!!.!l:!Y. other offcn..

any

I. -

-

908 e 10th ave

9 .2 5 : ~ 7 8 7 7 '

1

Not valid wilh any other offers.
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'''

'
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'

)t

'·

;

SS!!.~

Gallo salami & pepperoni, sausage,
mushrooms, black olives and onions
Not 'lllllid with any other offers.

;

I
I
I

Expires 2/28/99. Limit 3

Large Cheese Pizza

Large Gourmet Vegetarian

SS!.?00~

SS!!~

'---------- ..

Expires ~9. Limit 3

Large Gourmet Chicken Garlic

I
I
I
I
I Creamy garlic sauce, chicken. tomatoes,
I green onions. herb and cheese blend. I
I
I ' . . Expires 2/28/99. Limit 3
I
1:.---------~ l,,.,

Large Murphy's Combo

Large Hawaiian Pizza

;

I Creamy
garlic sauce, zuccini, mush- I
rooms, tomatoes, artichoke hearts,
I spinach. onions & herb and cheese blend I
I
Not valid wilh any other offcn..
I
Expires 2/28/99. Limit 3

I
I
I
I
I

S3!!00~
Three difrferent kinds of
freshly graded cheeses

I
I
I
I
I

' '----------.. '---------mm.I
)))'

''">.l'

Not valid with any other offers.

Expires 2/28/99. Limit 3
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Thursday Night Fights

Unionization debate brings no compromises
by Christina Wavrin
Staff reporter
The battle of whether or not to
unionize continues without an agreement. The ongoing Thursday night
fights involved four professors who
debated this issue.
Professor of physics Andy
Piacsek and Charles McGehee professor of sociology made arguments
against unionization. Professor of
English Ruthi Erdman and Terry
DeVietti professor of psychology
argued for unionization. Moderating
the event was Professor of communications Corwin King.
King said there have been three
significant dates that have brought
forth the issue of unicmization. In

Spring of 1998, the majority of faculty agreed on authorizing the United
Faculty of Central to represent them
if a bargaining was ever needed.
Then in the Spring of 1997, faculty
voted for a request of collective bargaining agreement from the Board of
Trustees (BOT). On Oct. 9, 1998 the
BOT received the request and choose
not to accept it. This has lead to the
debate over unionization.
The debate lasted over an hour
with final input from the audience,
but it didn't change minds on either
side.
"I think the outcome was pretty
predictable and I'm not surprised that
no minds were changed," King said.
Presenting their case each professor expressed why they thought

Tltan/k you
to s;ic and the ~ommun£tc;t
for hef:pin$ Af:pha Phi · Ome3a in our
food drive. W£th c'1our nef:p, we
collected one thousancf y9unds ef food.
Thanks to (Jou, mand fam£Ues
w£ll have Jood th£s season.

Central should or should not have a
union to represent them.
Erdman said she is concerned
about where money is being allocated and how faculty jobs have been
cut.
"We would have to hire back 68
faculty to get back the faculty to
administration ratio we had five
years ago," Erdman said.
Devietti addressed the issue of
what he felt was an advantage of having a union. Devietti said the administration is a poor system of government.
"With a union, the faculty could
sit down with the administration and
make a agreement and that agreement would be final; I do not see a
downside to having a union,"
Devietti said.
Concerns from some faculty
against the union is the cost of having
it. Erdman said this should not be an
issue because union dues are on a
sliding fee depending on salary.

''we would have to hire back
68 faculty to get back the fac-ulty to administration ratio we
had five years ago.
''
- Ruthi Erdman
"Having a faculty funded union
means improving the quality of education," Erdman said.
Professor McGehee said unions
can work, but disagrees that Central's
faculty needs a union.
"There are times and places for a
union, but this is not that place or
time," McGehee said.
Piacsek said he is concerned that
all of the promises won't be fulfilled
with a union.
"I don't see how collaborative
bargaining can work for all faculty,
when faculty itself is so diverse,"

Piacsek said.
Although no agreement was
reached about having a union or not,
both sides agreed this issue is greatly
effecting the climate of the campus.
"The morale is bad here, and the
last time I checked this was a democracy which means when you vote on
issue you went with the majority,"
DeVietti said.
McGehee agreed that the campus
is in turmoil, but having a union
won't necessarily change that.
"Morale is bad, but a union won't
help," McGehee said.

. . ~ yoil kaue for;t/ie hol;Jiiljs. . ....
-\~. • · ·••£.·i; · ;;ffirrr!!! .." ·. •. · • ·. -...:~ . ·
..

N'9w Th3t Freezing Temperafures Are Here, Ld's Take The N(?cessary

..·

Steps To Avoid Frozen. ~@ter Pi~:
~1·

1. Close all foundation vents. Seal all cracks and holes in the foundation or crawl space.
~

2. Tum off and drain outside faucets.

3. During periods of extreme cold weather, it is wise to periodically use the water, or
allow a small amount of water to run, to maintain circulation in the water pipes.
4. If your residence is vacant for a short time, set your thermostat high enough so the
pipes won't freeze.

WILD WINDS...
and Other Tales of Growing Up in the Outdoor West
.. Funny, touching and (mostly) true· stories from Central's James
L. Huckabay, one of America's premiere outdoor storytellers!

WILD WINDS is outdoor connections,
" hunting, fishing ... wildlife, kids, family &
buddies. And it's about a remarkable
black lab: 'Freebe the WonderDog!'
Now in its SECOND PRINTING!

AVAILABLE AT

..

.

¥'

5. If your residence is vacant for an extended period of time, have your water turned off
at the meter by the City Water Department, at no charge during normal working hours,
so you can drain your pipes.
If your pipes should freeze, do not use an open flame to thaw the pipes, and use caution for clearances when using
space heater. If you are unable to locate your shutoff valve to repair broken pipes, the City Water Department will
turn off your water at the meter, at no charge during normal working hours, while the repairs are completed. It is

very important only City personnel tum off water meters as the shutoff valve may freeze during cold weather
causing it to break easily. In order for City personnel to shut off your water in a timely fashion, make sure your
address is visible on your house and all debris is removed from the top of the water meter box.
'
If you have any questions, or for after hours emergency shutoff, please call the City Water Department at 962-7230
A public

~ervice

message from the City of Ellensburg Public Works Department

The University Store
Jerrol's

The BEST GIFT you'll give this YEAR!
Want it signed? Special wording?
Call Jim Huckaba
963-1185!

<welcome 'ilackt

The llane Att1action
Salon & Day Spa

"Where the customer is the main focus"

Bifr Certificaus Jllvailablt

T

H

E

m1n1 .
ATTRllCTIOft

421 N~ Pearl Street
Open to serve you
9-8 Mon. - Fri.
9-5 Sat.

~l theme

rooms have Jacuzzis,
\Down comforters, ,Carge 7,7.J's, 7JC9l,
'llefrigerai6rs, 100" JJl,ll Cotton CBath Shuts.
2/on-smoking. 2/o pets.
!Rafts from J69. &m.

- 7hun.
from J89 :Jri. - &t.

Top Row: Mary Rosenboom, Andi Devere,
Carrine Swensen, Neely Morton, Patti Sweesy
Front Row: Lori Sherrell and Mary Mcclary

1720 Canyon Rd. • Ellensburg, Washington 98926 • (509) 962-8030 or
(509) 533-0822 •Fax (509) 962-8031
Visit our Web'site: E-mail: goosecrk@ellensburg.com
Web: http://www.dlensburg.com/-goosecrk/
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Central adds three new degrees to catalog
by Alan Grimes
Staff reporter
The Higher Education Coordinating Board
(HECB) and the state legislature approved
three new bachelor's degrees for Central last
month: primate behavior and ecology, Asian
studies and fine arts. However, students may
have to wait until fall of 1999 before the programs are officially accessible.
Central policy states that new programs can
only he added at the beginning of each academic year when the course catalog is published.
Connie Roberts, vice provost for curriculum
assessment and academic policy, is attempting
to create a proposal which would change university procedure. Roberts' proposal would
allow programs to be implemented once they
are published in the online catalog, as soon as
winter quartei:.
"There's no reason I can think of to keep the
old policy," Roberts said.
Her proposal will be brought before the
Academic Affairs Council either today or in
December. In the meantime, students will have
to wait.
The wait for a degree in primate behavior
and ecology has been long. A previous attempt
to obtain the degree was argued by the
University of Washington at the HECB level
about I0 years ago.
Previously, Central students interested in
primate studies were required to work through
the independent studies program or forced to
concentrate on a psychology, anthropology or
biology degree. Now, the interdisciplinary

major will be able to unify
relevant classes under a
single title.
"We've had students
transferring from other
universities because of the
new program," Augustin
Fuentes, assistant professor of anthropology, said.
Fuentes, who will be
director of the new program, said the current IO
to 15 students in the major
could expand to a full load
of 30 students in two to
three years.
The 63-credit Asian
studies major is an expansion of the cunent 35credit Asian studies minor.
An interdisciplinary major
as well, Asian studies will
incorporate history, political science and foreign
language courses, but no
new classes will be added.
Michael
Launius, The new bachelor's degree in fine arts will give Katie
director of the Asia/Pacific further studies.
Studies Program, said
although there are no new
assuaged with assistance from the participating
courses added now, a class in Asian arts and lit- departments.
erature is in the works. The class would be
"We hope that as the program grows, more
team-taught by three or four different profes- students attend, and our funding increases,"
sors with each professor representing a separate Launius said.
department.
The bachelor's degree in fine arts (BFA)
Funding problems will temporarily be will combine the current bachelor's degree in

Matthew Worden/Observer

Mccaslin, sophomore, a chance for

,.
art and the bachelor's degree in graphic design
under a single title.
"Central has been the only state-supported
institution in Washington that has not offered a
BFA," Michael Chinn, art department chairman, said. "It's been a hole in our degree
program."

Central meets .enrollment goal, despite drop
by Tara Davies
Contributing reporter
Despite a decrease in overall
enrollment this year, the number of
full-time equivalent (FfE) students
at Central has been steadily increasing.
Since 1996, while total enrollment has dropped by 214 students,
the number of FTE students, the
number that determines school
budgeting allowances, has actually
increastd by 135.
"We have always, in my tenure,
met our enrollment targets," Shelly
Johnson, budget director, said.
"We've historically been overenrolled."

A budget gap between the number
of actual FfE students and the
number budgeted by the state has
been a factor for a number of years.
There have generally been more
students at Central than the school
has been budgeted for.
The decreasing overall enrollment
has had its effects, most visibly in the
decreasing number of freshmen
attending Central.
"We know the population of the
state is increasing," Bill Swain,
director of admissions, said. "We
know the number of high school
students eligible to attend is increasing. But, statewide, many of them are
going elsewhere."
Where eligible freshmen are

''

We expect enrollment to go
up mostly because the high
schools are crowded and the
number of seniors in high
school is increasing. ' '
- Gregory Trujillo
going is not certain. Swain said the
good economy may be causing high
school graduates to start working
right away instead of college.
"Enrollment rates at Central are
generally affected by acceptance
rates at other schools," Swain said.

However, many administrators
expect overall enrollment to increase.
"We expect enrollment to go up
mostly because the high schools are
crowded and the number of seniors in
high school is increasing," Gregory
Trujillo, director of institutional

studies, assessment and evaluation,
said;
According to a report released
Nov. I 0 from the Governor's 2020
Commission on the Future of Higher
Education, the number of students in
Washington state may increase by as
many as I 00,000 people. Trujillo said
the real concern will be whether
schools are prepared to handle such
numbers.
"We have been devoting considerable resources to recruiting, for
example, we will have visited more
than 180 high schools by the end of
the month," Swain said. "The open
house we hosted last month will certainly affect applications, as will the
new science and education facilities.

Mr G'sJtttvie

Have a
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· · Grocery

We Deliver!

~ Ii ' f f i ,, ~ Ii~

962-1.111
506 S. Main St.
Ellensburg

-1\vs>u~:~ge-iso % OFF-f LunchButTetlSo % OFF
Pepperoni

$9.99

Dine in, Carry out, or
Delivery

~~~~~

Deliveiy eJttra. Limited deli\'ery tirnu and
areas. No &ub&titutions of ingmdienls. Not
valid with any other offer or C"'¥'f15. Valid
al 506 s. Main St. Locaiion only.

I

anyMed.orLarge

: Pizza w/ Student l.D.
I
I

Thursday's Only
Dine in Only

I

$1.99

I

:

(pizza only)

: Pizza w/ Student I.D.

I
I
I

w/purchase of Reg.
Drink coupon valid
M-F 12-2

I
I
I

·-----

I

1 ~~~~~
1

I ......~(P~~~~-~-°-~m~,.

1

1

I

Delive I)' extra. Limited deliYery tines and
·aieas. No .OO&titutions of ingmdients. Not
valid with any other offer or c.,..xms. Valid

al S06 S. Main St. Localion ooly.

Night!

Delivcl)' eJtlra. Limited delivery tirnu and
....,..s, No &ubstitulions o( ingraliellls. Not
valid with any other offu or ~IS. Valid
al S06 S. Main St. Localim ooly.

1

I

anyMed.orLarge

Sunday's Only
Dine in Only
~~~~~

Delivciy ext1a. Limilcd deli~iy tmes and
areas. No U>slibllions of iiig~imts. Not
valid with any other offer or c~. Valid
al 506 S. Main SI. Localion mly.

'rS/J

3 Movies, 3 Days, $3

f5/J

112 case of Corona, $9 .99

'rS/J Hot, Fresh, Wonderoast Chicken $5

f5/J

Fresh loaf of Bavarian Bread, $2.99

All this and a lot more!
Copies • Faxes • Stamps
Espresso 'till 10 pm everyday
Natural and Organic Foods
Gourmet Foods and Specialty Beers

~.

On the comer of 8th and Chestnut.
1.,,

'---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---'
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Q. Wtt~rt IS A GENERAL DEBIT ACCOUNT?
A. By placing money in an account associated with your
Central Connection Card l.D., you establish a General Debit
Account. Once established, you are allowed to make purchases
in the Bookstore AND all other Central Connection Card
outlets on campus.

Q.

I• A GENERAL DEBIT ACCOUNT SYNONYMOUS

Q.

WITH THE 'STUDENT'S GENERAL ACCOUNT

AS A CREDIT CARD?

A. NO: Unlike a credit card~ which allows you to

AT THE UNIVERSITY?

A. NO. Although the studenfs general university
account and his/her General Debit Account have the same l.D. #,
these are separate accounts within the university.

Q.

1'ew ·Do

I

PUT MONEY ON A

GENERAL DEBIT ACCOUNT?

A. By cash, check or credit card, money may be put on
your General Debit Account by presenting your card to the
Cashiers at Barge Hall (with credit card, money may be placed on
a student's General Debit Account by phone! 509-963-2225).

De" TH1s cARD FuNcT10N THE sAME wAY

make purchases for later payment, use of this card requires
money be placed in your General _DebitAccount before
purchases are made.

Q.

W!f'!'

SHOULD

I

CONSIDER PUTTING

MONEY ON MY GENERAL DEBIT CARD?

A. Having money on a General Debit Account
eliminates the need to always carry cash. Use of the card also
automatically logs a complete purchase history of all purchases
made for later reference by the card user.

VISIT US ON THE WEB AT:WWW.CWU.EDU/----STORE OR CALL
Central Washington University is an ANEEOffitle IX Institution •TDD (509) 963-3323

(509) 963-1311
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY
The Observer welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be
submitted by 3 p.m., Monday before the week of publication date.
Letters must be typewritten and less than 350 words.
All letters must include your name and phone number for verification. In addition, only one letter a month will be accepted from an
individual.
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar,
libel and matters of taste. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Send letters by mail or e-mail to: The Observer, CWU, Ellensburg,
WA 98926; observer@cwu.edu or by fax at (509) 963-1027.

Observance
Shut Up and Listen!
"What we have here is a failure to communicate."
This quote from a great movie is unfortantely true at
our campus. Three parites, Board of Trustees (BOT),
the Board of Directors (BOD) and "The Students,"
have all but waged war on one another trying to communicate.
The funny thing is that it is hard to finger the badguy. Each group feels what they are doing is best for
the school. However, the phrase, "the road to Hell is
paved with good intentions" comes to mind. Too bad
no one is willing to work together. ,
"The Students" addressed the BOT last Friday and
were genuinely happy at the chance to do so. At the
meeting the Students· expresed how they feel they're
not represented to the BOT through the Student
Trustee, Amy Gillespie, or the ASCWU-BOD
President Bruce Ekulund who sit with the BOT at
their meetings. However, to use their words, "our
enthusiasm, ignigted by the oppertunity to speak at
the meeting, was quickly snuffed out."
What took place after the meeting has really gotten "The Students" riled up. In a letter to Trustee
Chaplin, "The Student.s" told of an encounter with
Trustee Glover. As told in the letter, Glover made it
clear that the BOD are the official voice of the students at CWU. "The Students" can't seem to stand
that idea because they feel the BOD are perpetuating
lies and misinformation. Glover went on to say- if
they don't like their representatives, then they
shouldn't have voted the BOD members into office.
The BOD, for their part, were all in favor of working with "The Students." In fact, they looked highly
on the group as a true outlook of what Central students thought. However, two groups cannot work
together when one of them thinks the other is spreading lies and is nothing but puppet to the BOT.
Needless to say, the BOD has grown weary of the
meetings with "The Students."
'VT'he Students" need to realize that 1, 100 signatures on a petition does not mean they will always get
their way. Just because the BOD makes a decision
that opposite to what "The Students" want does not
make the BOD close friends of Satan who cannot
lead us.
The BOT needs realize "The Students" are an
influential group and speak on behalf of many
Central students. Blowing someone off because they
do not have the proper title is not good communication. Glover has only infuriated a group of students
who want to help their peers.
If no one is going to actually talk "with" one
another and not "at" one another, the only thing that
will spread is more mistrust and bitterness. A "timeout" is needed for everyone involved to come up with
new stratgies. They don't need new strategies on how
to hurt each other, but new strategies on how to work
with one another.

OBSERVER
• (509) 963-1073 - newsroom•
•. 963-1026 - business office •
•FAX (509) 963-1027 •

400 8th Ave.
Mail Stop #7435
Ellensburg, WA 98926

''I was extremely disturbed at the aggrandizement of the young man who chose to yell at the band. His
comments were uncalled for, and the football players were actually telling him to be quiet. 1'
Heather Reger, student

Prof disagrees with BOD,
confidence vote a must

desperate "sky is falling" defense.
The BOD contends the vote "can potentially malign (Central's) reputation with the
After reading the article "BOD takes Washington State Legislature and other
stand on vote of no confidence" (Nov. 5), I state agencies during a budget setting year."
am left wondering where the BOD got such The majority of the faculty believes this
naive ideas about the results a vote of confi- vote is far more likely to improve our repudence might generate; it sounds suspicious tation throughout the state.
My allowed 300 words does not leave
to as if they could have received those ideas
room
for me to answer each statement, but
straight from some administrator who has a
most
of
the other points tend to reiterate
strongly vested interest. Perhaps, as a retired
similar
ideas
in slightly different words.
professor who teaches acceptance here and
Finally
the
BOD, most of whom would
there and is not eligible for any advancements or further salary steps, I can offer a not have been here circa '92 when the vote
more disinterested view. The BOD first of no confidence in Robert Edington was
states that such a vote would be detrimental taken, contends that vote resulted in the Joss
to the university. For 41 years, I've taught at of accreditation for the teacher ed program
the college level in four states, and I've seen ' and was linked to a number of university
many votes of no confidence take place in scandals. That contention is simply laughschools that I was familiar with. in every able. The "suspension,'' not loss, of accrediinstance I've witnessed, the school has ulti- tation was due to our failure to take steps the
mately been improved because of such a agency had clearly outlined earlier. And
vote; that is the case with the vote taken at when it did take place the Observer ran a
headline, "No big deal." Wherein D~an
EWU as well as the vote on Edington.
Cummings
explained that only one of two
The BOD contends this vote "will potenaccrediting
agencies
had suspended accredtially compromise our status as an accredititation
and
it
was
nothing
to worry about.
ed university." Such a vote has no bearing
Does
the
administration
now
want us to
on the requirements for accreditation, and I
believe
it
was
a
big
deal?
don't quite see how it could affect it one
Furthermore, "many of Central 's faculway or the other. This sounds to me like a

ty" do not~in· any way blame the Edington
vote of confidence for low enrollment and
lack of funding. A handful perhaps, but they
certainly are not the ones I've spoken to. Of
the many faculty I've spoken to, none (save
one who came here after Dr. Nelson and the
Edington vote) perceive any such connection.
William Dunning
Professor Emeritus

Student rebuts purpose of
· band, blames fan outburst
I am truly saddened by the inaccuracy
and carelessness with which the article
about Central's band was written. The following is a rebuttal to the bands supposed
lack of spirit and professionalism.
For starters, on game days the band
shows up at Hertz between 10:30 and 11
a.m. The band then proceeds to march
through campus playing at residence halls
and Holmes West to rally support for the
game that day.
Once the band has reached the field and
finished the pre-game show, they sit in the
stands. The "Observer" must have been too

See LETTERS, Page 7
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I attribute that partly to my "extra-curricular"
act1v1t1es
on
various
nights/days/mornings of the week. But
now I realize Central
has, in my opinion, a 0
first-class faculty.
00
While I was at
Central, I was all for Guest
ripping on my profes- columnist
sors, as if they were
the cause of my academic failures. Of course, I did run into a
few bad eggs, but Willy Wonka has
shown us what happens to bad eggs. In
actuality, for the price, my education was
a steal. I guess it all comes down to how
much a student wants to absorb the
knowledge Central's faculty retains and
exhumes. How much do you want to
learn? On a Monday morning I'd rather
be sitting in my 8 a.m., sipping my triple
grande, hazelnut mocha and taking studious notes - as opposed to fi6hting
morning rush-hour traffic on rain-soaked
Interstate 5. I miss the learning-intense
environment Central, (as a university
that is) an institution of higher learning,

J Sh
c I ey

has to offer. Not only that, The Tav actually is one of the better establishments
I've come across. The Mint - that's a
whole different story. So this Central
alumnus advises the currently disillusioned Central students to not take learning or Central 's faculty for granted.
Unless of course, you do happen to have
a professor who really does suck. In that
case, use your hardship withdrawal.
Central is a four-year, state-accredited
university. It isn't a Mickey Mouse operation. Central has existed longer than the
airplane. Students were learning at
Central before the Titanic took the big
plunge. I'm not trying to be your mother.
I'm just saying don't dwell if you didn't
get accepted at Wazzu., At Central you'll
get the same education at a lower price
and receive that education in a smaller,
more personable classroom environment. And as an added bonus, you'll prevent alcoholism from entering your gene
pool thanks to Central's lack of a Greek
system and its lack of isolation in the far-.
thest comer of the state among dreary,
rolling wheat fields. Go 'Cats!

g

MEETINGS

Life after Ellensburg, alumnus gives
perception of his life six months out
I thought it would be killer to graduate from Central and get on with my life
in the "real world." In many ways it has
been. I was trapped in Ellensburg for five
years. I endured the incessant wind, the
rancid cow aroma and chaotic Muzzall
Hall. Now I'm in Seattle, and it's nice to
have more options on a Friday night than
The Tav or The Mint. But I miss Central.
I miss my friends, the well-kept campus
and the knowledge-rich environment. I
know
what
you're
thinking:
"Knowledge, at Central? Isn't that one of
those oxymoron things?" OK, Central
doesn't have a golden reputation like
UW or Wazzu; a Central diploma doesn't
pu-11 as much clout. But I've heard
Central referred to as "the four-year
community college," by its own students. So it's just above ITT Tech.nical
Institute then?
Now that I've left Central I've begun
reflecting on the academic side of things.
If only I'd done it more while I was
there, right? I think, however, that I
received a damn good education. I wasn't an outstanding student, by any means.
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Career Development workshop

"Plan that Career Now!," 2 p.m., Barge 202.
CWU Kempo Karate Club,

"Conceptual Motion: A Study of Martial Arts," 6:30
p.m., Lincoln Elementary School; Call 962-8820 for
details.
Liberal Religious Ministry

7 p.m., SUB 209; For more information call 925-1200.
Phi Beta Lamda/Delta Epsilon Chi

6 p.m., Shaw Smyser 205.
SALT Co.

8:30 p.m., CMA Church, 14th and B streets.

!i!.! !i.i!i!l!1!i:1!1!:!1!1.1!i!i!1!i!1!i!i!1!i!1!i!i!1!1!1::!:11111111~:::11111~1:11!Bl!i!l!i!i!:!:!1::!1!i!i!:!i!1!i!1!1!1!1~1!1!·1111:1!:1i!i!:!i!i!i!
Books for Breakfast Club

8 a.m., CWU Service-Learning and Volunteer Center,
SUB 104. Call 963-1643 for details.
Catholic Campus Ministry

7 p.m., 706 N. Sprague at the CCM House.

Catholic Campus Ministry

7 p.m. and 8 p.m., 706 N. Sprague at the CCM House.
CWU Rodeo Club

7 p.m., SUB 208.
Peer Theater

6 p.m,, Wildcat Wellness Center.
ReJOY ce in Jesus Campus Fellowship

7:30 p.m., SUB Yakama Room.

LET'TERS
Continued from Page 6
pre-occupied to observe the band leading
many of the cheers for the team and
being the loudest supporters of the cheerleaders. As a matter of fact, at the
Halloween game, the cheerleaders threw
candy to the band to thank them for their
support.
Your observer also overlooked the
cheerleaders singing "White Christmas"
right along with the band. This song
was never intended to demean the football team in any way. It is a long-standing tradition and has nothing to do with
the game's outcome.
I was extremely disturbed at the
aggrandizement of the young man who
chose to yell at the band. His comments
were uncalled for and the football players were actually telling him to be quiet.
I guess you missed that, too.
On another note, your oxymoronic
comment about the band's "poor performances that are self-gratifying" is
puzzingly illogical. A poor performance
is never gratifying, let alone self-gratifying. Contrary to the Observer's opinion,
the halftime show received numerous
glowing comments from audience members.
In an age where arts education is
being threatened by ignorance and greed,
it is especially upsetting that a paper
from a historically teacher-educationbased school can write such an un-educated and mean-spirited article.
Heather Reger

Student

We presented the board with a petition that over 1, I00 signatures, over oneeighth of the student body had signed.
The petition stated;
"We the undersigned students of Central
Washington University, believe our rights guaranteed by the CWU catalog are neither respected or
protected by the present CWU Board of Trustees
and Administration. The CWU catalog asserts:
"The freedom to learn depends upon appropriate
opportunities and conditions in the classroom... " As
a result of poor allocation of funds, students and
faculty are faced with large classes, limited course
offerings, and cuts in academic programs. We
implore the Board of Trustees and the
Administration to immediately address these funding injustices.

The Board of Trustees gave us a total
of 17 minutes before they slammed the
gavel on the table, while our last speaker
was finishing up his presentation, and
then abruptly ended the meeting, how
nice of them. The 17 minutes of time
allotted to the voice of over one-eighth of
the student body shows me that the
Board of Trustees really don't care about
the students or the faculty of our university that they have been entrusted by the
State of Washington to run.
I do believe that our President Ivory
Nelson is not the entire problem and the
vote of "No Confidence" against him,
which I am sure will pass, is just a start.
A thorough house cleaning must be made
at all levels of administration at Central
Washington University to eliminate the
old regime and bring in people that
whole-heartedly cares about the faculty
and the students.
"Bureaucrats are the only people in
the world who can say absolutely nothing and mean it" - James H. Boren
Jay Powell

'Do nothing leadership
style' at CWU, student says
When I attended the last Board of
Trustees meeting at Central Washington
University, I was appalled. Our group
'The Students' was put on the agenda for
that meeting at the last minute.
When the board addressed the issue
that we were planning to discuss, they
allowed no input from us and they
offered simple anecdotes for solutions.
These anecdotes they offered to try to
momentarily extinguish the flames of the
real issues. Two hours later, we were
finally allowed to address fhe board for
15 minutes.

Senator of Political Student Union

Director stands tall for his
marching band and pride
I am proud of the behavior and musical performance of the Wildcat marching
band during our last home football game.
The band began the day at 11 :30 a.m.,
marching and playing throughout campus. This 20-year tradition was the first
event of the day designed to show support of our football team and enhance
school spirit. At 12:30 p.m. the band
arrived at Tomlinson Field for the presentation of colors, performance of the

Swing Cats ·

7 p.m., SUB Ballroom.
National Anthem and playing of the
CWU fight song. Band members then
joined the cheer squad from the stands
and were their most audible and enthusiastic supporters throughout the game.
Anyone really observant would have
noticed that the band began some of the
cheers in support of the football team.
During halftime the band performed a

The Multi-Cultural Alliance

5:30 p.m., SUB Chief Owhi Room.

Asian/Pacific Islander Student Union

7 p.m., SUB 208.
Cheers

6 p.m., locations vary; Call 963-3213.
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship

7 p.m., SUB 209.
Circle K

' ' The singing of
"White Christmas" originated approximately 10
years ago during a band
rehearsal on the field.
When it began snowing,
the band spontaneously ,
began singing.
' '
Larry Gookin
Director of Bands

6:30 p.m., Sam's Place in the SUB.
CWU Kempo Karate Club

"Conceptual Motion: A study of martial arts," 6:30
p.m., Lincoln Elementary School; Call 962-8820 for
details.
CWU Marketing Chapter

8 p.m., Shaw Smyser 111.

l!l!l!i!!!ii1ii11i!!!i!ii!!i!iiiii!ii:!i!li!tal,llllll!illi!lll~iii!llil!l!l!l!lil!l!l!l!l!l!l!iil!iilil!ill!li!i!!
Alpha Phi Omega

5 p.m., SUB 209.
Black Student Union

6 p.m., SUB 107.
Campus Ambassadors Christian Fellowship

7 p.m., SUB 209.
very musical, professional level, entertaining show - a quality performance that
was certainly self-gratifying to the band
and, hopefully, enjoyable for the audience. I don't understand the Observer's
comment that a poor performance could
be self-gratifying.
It is true that occasionally the band
has initiated inappr9priate cheers during
games, but this was not so of the last two
home games. The singing of "White
Christmas" has nothing to do with the
Observer's suggestion that "the song represents a ritual that resembles a 'Native
American Rain Dance.'" The singing of
"White Christmas" originated approximately IO years ago during a band
rehearsal on the field. When it began
snowing, the band spontaneously began
singing. There is no hidden meaning.
There was nothing inappropriate
about the conduct of the band at the last
home game. The only inappropriate conduct came from the young man who
yelled "you suck, each and every one of
you" and the Observer's suggestion that
the "Central marching band is far from
receiving anything but the bird." I personally find both comments offensive,
unprofessional and contrary to a spirit of
cooperation and school pride.
Larry Gookin

Director of Bands

Catholic Campus Ministry

7 p.m., 706 N. Sprague at the CCM House.
Disability Support Services

"Academic Survival group," 6 p.m., Bouillon 205.
GALA

7 p.m., SUB .Owhi room.
Narcotics Anonymous

6:30 p.m., Seventh Day Adventist Church and 115 E.
2nd St., Cle Elum; Call Julie, (509) 674-5990 for details.
National Broadcast Society

5 p.m., Bouillon 101.
Non-traditional Student's Organization

6 p.m., in the Non-Trad Lounge, SUB 213. For details
call Sandy at 933-3094.
Student Council for Exceptional Children

6 p.m., Yakama Room. For details call 963-8869.
To have your meeting published call 963-1073 or come to
the Observer office in Bouillon Hall, room 222.

DEADLINES
•••

Listed are the deadlines for The Observer. The Observer office,
located in Bouillon room 222, is open weekdays. Submissions can be
brought to the office or by mail, The Observer, CWU, Ellensburg,
98926 or by fax 963-1027.

•Friday, 5 p.m. - Entertainment,
meetings, calendar events for the
Wildcat Week planner, Kudos ..
•Monday, 3 p.m. - Letters to the
editor, News at a Glance and weekend sports infonnation.

•Thursday, 5 p.m. - Display ads.
• Monday, 5 p.m. - Classified ads.
To place advertising contact
your advertising representative, call
the Observer at (509) 963-1026 or
fax infonnation to 963-1027.
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The complete national leadership conference story,
and the Diamond-fist werny CD
review

Most people see Central Washington
as a region one must cross to get from
Seattle to Spokane. Upon exiting the
east slope of the Cascades, it is easy to
set the cruise control, drop the seat back
and burn a blazing line through this
geographically significant land.
Students who take geomorphology
from Karl Lillquist will never view this
land the same way again. They learn
how to scientifically analyze landscapes
and the processes that shape them. In
turn, they discover how to look upon a
01 ce seemingly barren landscape and
see it in a new light.
Two vans from campus embarked
early Saturday morning on a geomorphic journey through the varied landscape of Central Wash\ngton. The vans,
jammed with camping equipment and
geography students, left the parking lot
behind Lind Hall heading northeast for
the scabbed landscape of the northern
Columbia Plain.
The student-led field conference
gave participants an opportunity to
apply what they learned in the classroom to the field. Students presented
geomorphic topics ranging from: "Giant
Ripple Marks as Evidence of the
Missoula Floods," to "Karnes and
Eskers of the Okanogan Lobe."
Jaime Groskopf, a junior in elementary education, said she gained more
than a textbook description as a result of
attending the field conference. Groskopf said she liked how Lillquist tailored the trip to meet the needs of the
student's presentation topics. Groskopf,
who presented infonnation on macroscale erosional features of the Okanogan Lobe, said giving a presentation in
the field was somewhat different than
one typically found in the classroom.
"I was kind of nervous, but it was
easy to have this great big visual aid to
use,· Groskopf said.
The eight fie'd -,i ' stops on
S.itur<l~1) .nc! .. Jd a\ i rl to he Wnhro\\

Moraine. The moraine crests at 2,873
feet above sea level, some 300 feet
above the struggling wheat farm town
of Withrow just to the south. Jessica
Lepping, a senior in geography gave her
presentation at the base of the moraine.
Lepping explained that a large ice sheet
moved across the area and deposited the
moraine in its wake. After her presentation, Lepping said the class and field
trips in the area have changed her perception of Washington.
"I think of green trees, the Olympics
and Cascades," she said. "I never even
thought of this type of topography."
At each stop the student providing
the presentation for the particular area
or topic, with Lillquist's help, immediately set off to determine the best position for their presentation. Once positioned with the particular landform as a
backdrop, the student would let fly with
a plethora of geomorphic terminology
and explanation. Lillquist stood by to
ask and answer questions the student
may have overlooked.
"My job is to fill in the holes that
they don't touch on,'' Lillquist said. \\ho
students respectfully refer to a:. ;Jr

~~;r;,;

In the field, geomorphic terms flow
from Dr. Karl the same way a baseball
fan recites statistics. A camera in a duct
taped leather sling hangs from his neck.
He carries a clipboard with a patchwork
of duct tape for a cover that dates back
to his days as a graduate student at
Portland State University. While studying at Portland State, Dr. Karl was introduced to student-led field trips.
Lauri Malmquist, a senior in geography, said she has seen the same approach
only in classes offered by Dr. Karl.
"I've been on field trips with other
classes," Malmquist said. "But they
have never been with the student participation at this level."
After taking the class and attending
the field trips, students of Dr. Karl find
themselves seeing the roadside landscape differently.
"I find myself driving home and I
just can't get it out of my mind ... thinking about the processes that form what I
see," Barry Pilkinton, a senior in geography, said.
Groskopf said life since has become
one big field trip. "You're warped, people hutc nding in the car with you."
Groslopf ~'ill.
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Local organizations share the wealth
by Jessica Terrel
Staff reporter
Free dinners and holiday festivities will bring families and friends
together for Thanksgiving in the
Kittitas Valley.
"Thanksgiving is a time to be
with our families and to be thankful
for what we have," Bill Barrett, manager of Holmes Dining Hall, said.
At 4:45 p.m. to 6:30 p.m., Nov.
19 at Holmes West Dining Hall, a
Thanksgiving dinner will be served
.by surprise guests. The cost with a
debit card is $5.90, without a debit
card is $9.
From 1 p.m. until food runs out
on Nov. 25, a Thanksgiving dinner
will be held at the National Guard
Armory in Ellensburg. The armory is
located on Seventh Avenue and

Poplar Street. The dinner will consist
of turkey and all the trimmings and is
open to everyone who has an
appetite. There
is no cost, but
donations of
food and utensils are welcome. This dinner is put
together by the
Youth
and
Unlimited program, consisting of middle and high school students. The mayor, police department,
senior citizens and city council
members will also help serve the dinner.
"Kids do this Thanksgiving dinner because this is a way of saying

thank you to the community," Mack
Schultz, volunteer for the Youth
Unlimited, said.
For
more
information or to
give donations,
contact Mack
Schultz at 9258604.
Moments to
Remember ,
which includes
the living nativity scene and
streets
of
Bethlehem, will take place Nov. 2729 in downtown Ellensburg. A live
reenactment of the nativity scene
will also take place. Marketplace
vendors will have wares for sale
from Fourth Avenue, Pearl Street,
and Fifth Avenue to the city parking

lot next to Liberty Theater.
Christmas street lighting and the
Chili Feed at the fairgrounds will be
Nov. 27.
At 1 p.m. on Nov. 25, a
Thanksgiving dinner will be held at
Union Gospel Mission in Yakima.
Another dinner will be held at the
mission at 6 p.m. on Nov. 26. An
hour-long religious service will be
held before the meals. The dinners
are free and donations and volunteers·
are welcome.
"It is a pleasure to have been
doing this for 12 years straight,"
Faye Mccasland, volunteer for the
mission, said. "It is a joy to help people that come off of the streets and it
is a very special event."
The address of the mission in
Yakima is 1300 N. First St. For more
information call (509) 248-4510.

Mobile Home Park
•New Homes
• Affor<lable Housing
• Quality Neighborhood

Why Rent When You
Can Own?
925-7777

Hand-made· items featured at Ware Fair
·by Jennifer Lead.on
Staff reporter
Holiday gifts and crafts for friends and loved
ones, various foods and musical entertainment can
all be enjoyed at this year's Ware Fair, Dec. 2-5 in
the SUB.
The annual Ware Fair is a holiday hand-made
craft and art fair which features everything from
gifts, crafts and food vendors, to holiday entertainment. The fair is limited to hand-made crafts made
by the person who sells them. The fair items are
juried to make sure there are no foreign products or
items that vendors may have bought and are
attempting to sell as their own.
"[Ware Fair] is a healthy community event and
a good way to bring the community and the university together," Scott Drummond, assistant
director of Campus Life, said.
Soup and b;ead bowls will be provided by the
cafeteria. Food vendors will be selling noodles and
spring rolls, Austin Smith from Austin's Roadside
Deli will have samples of his food for sale and the
Student Council for Exceptional Children will sell
food also.
The entertainment includes pianist Louis
Castillega, a flute duet by Deidra Hester and
Bethany Harvey, vocalists Wendy Hinand and
Janine Graves and a saxophone and piano ensemble. Each will perform for an hour in the afternoon.
Ol' St. Nick himself, Santa Claus, and his elves
will make an appearance at 11 a.m., Dec. 5 in Club
Central as part of the annual "Santa Comes to
Central."
"We want to make this available to the children

of Central student families," Drummond
said. "We have a substantial amount of
students with kids, on and off campus."
Pictures with Santa Claus at the North
Pole will be taken 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and
there will be candy canes for the kids.
So far, almost 90 vendors will be
attending, bringing things such as handmade scented soaps and candles, all kinds
of jewelry including silver and gold
items, earrings, necklaces and beaded
items.
"The Ware Fair is a great place for the
college student to get a variety of inexpensive gifts," Megan Strom, Ware Fair
co-coordinator, said. "Don't miss out."
Dyed fabrics like silks, scarves and
shirts will also be featured, along with
wood crafts, sand creatures, lithographs,
watercolors, Christmas stockings and
ocarinas (clay musical instruments).
Roots and Shoots, a club on campus,
will bring crafts like bookmarks and picture frames and the art department will
have three booths set up.
Some of the vendors come from the
community, others are traveling from the
photo courtesy of Campus Life
west side and as far as Idaho and
Montana.
Candy canes will be passed out when
This is the first year in a long time that "Santa Comes to Central" at Ware Fair.
the Ware Fair is on a Saturday.
"We think we will see a strong increase because reserved for the entertainment in the afternoons.
of Saturday," Drummond said.
"Last year was a big turnout," Myla Becker,
The vendors will be set up in the SUB, both this year's Ware Fair co-coordinator, said. "We are
upstairs and downstairs. The SUB Pit will be expecting this year to be even bigger."
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'Meet Joe Black' impresses our movie panel
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Jennifer think it's ,
worth the dough

Jen: How did you
guys like the movie "Meet
Joe Black?"
David: It had a good
plot at the beginning but it
didn't develop itself
throughout.
Claire Hein
Claire: It was one of
the best movies I've seen
in a long time, and not just because Brad Pitt
was in it. The movie was about Death who
takes human form and comes to take communications tycoon, Bill Parrish, to' the afterlife.
Ironically, Death falls in love with Parrish's
daughter which causes some problems.
Jen: I don't think it was the best movie I
have seen or the worst. Actually, it kept my
mind thinking and wondering throughout.
Claire Forlani, who played Susan, Brad Pitt's
love interest, played her part well.
Claire: Yeah, she is one of the coolest new
actresses I have seen in a long time. And she
got to kiss Brad Pitt!
David: Normally you think that a three
hour movie would be serious with a profound,
meaningful and well-developed plot. I don't
want to say it was a meaningless love story, but
it dragged wi~hout developing. There wasn't
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anything "special" about the
couple's relationship, or at
least it wasn't developed
well in the plot.
Claire: Well, I have to
disagree _with you, David.
Joe Black and Susan Parrish
had a relationship
David Simmons
that was really inspirational to me. It was
innocent, yet passionate,
and
I
thought they really
had chemistry.
Jen: What about
the parts that were
funny? Like when
Brad Pitt's first character got hit by the
car? Was your whole movie theater audience
laughing? Mine was.
Claire: Yeah, I though the humor was one
of the best parts of the movie. It was off-beat
and somewhat morbid, yet hilarious.
David: I thought it was funny that Brad
Pitt's character, Joe Black, had this really commanding attitude, telling everyone what to do.
It was funny at first because he was against the

social customs, but it got kind of old by the
end. The love scene was kind of ironic
because $he didn't know who he was.
Claire: I agree, but I think the love scene
was meant to be more symbolic than anything. It represented her father's version of
"falling head over heels for someone."
David: Anthony
Hopkins' character,
Susan's father, was
really awesome and
the movie would not
have been the same
without him.
Jen: Yeah, at the
beginning he was this
really awesome character. He had these
really big aspirations
about life for himself and his family. But at the
end, it seemed like everything was questioned
about life in general. Usually when you are that
old, you don't question your beliefs like he did.
But it could have been because he didn't want
his daughter falling in love with Death.
Claire: I have never seen a bad movie with
Anthony Hopkins.
Jen: Yeah, I love his accent.

Claire gave it the
. .·.·. :-·: : best ranking
(because of Brad)

David: One thing
that was good or bad
about it, depending how \
you looked at it, was the
fact that the love story
was hard to figure out.
Susan was in love with
Death and she didn't
Jennifer Leadon
even know who he was
but she liked him anyway.
Jen: I think she still lingered on the thought
of who she met in the coffee shop.
Claire: I totally agree! She could not get
rid of the initial feeling; she fell for the guy in
the coffee shop.
David: I think she fell in love with the shy
confidence of this strange man whom she didn't know. She probably didn't even know why
she was in love with him.
Claire: I knew the moment the coffee shop
guy said "lightning could strike" that it was
love at first sight.
Jen: That had to be my favorite part
though, in the coffee shop; Brad's character
was so charming and appealing.
David: I had a hard time figuring out the
movie, but I think that makes it good because it
made me think.

Conference teaches leaders
by Katy Jordan
Staff reporter

A planner for Nov. 19 - Nov. 25
THURSDAY, NOV. 19

MONDAY, NOV. 23

Today is the Great American Smoke Out
This tobacco awareness day is sponsored by the Wildcat
Wellness Center in conjunction with the American Cancer
Society. The main focus of the event is for smokers to take
the initiative to quit smoking. The campaign will be held
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in front of room 106 in the SUB.

A different approach to teaching the 'Japanese Print'
Susan Benforado Bakewell, an associate professor and
coordinator of art history at Kennesaw State University, will
present her speech, "Reframing Ukiyo-e: An
Interdisciplinary, Cross-cultural Approach to Teaching the
'Japanese Print."' Bakewell's presentation will examine
Edo-era (I 615-1868) Japanese woodblock prints, popularly
known as ukiyo-e or "pictures of the floating world." The
speech will begin at 8 p.m. in Randall Hall, room 118.

Student is slated for chemistry seminar series
Central student, Aurora Landis is the next featured speaker in the chemistry seminar series. She will speak on
"Decomposition Pathways of CH20H after excitation to the
A state." The free seminar begins at 4 p.m. in the new
Science Building, room BCB 216.
Saxophone music performed in variety of styles
"Night of a Thousand Saxophones," will be featured at 8
p.m. in Hertz Recital Hall. This performance may not have
1,000 saxophones exactly, but will feature saxophone music
in a variety of styles. For more information call 963-3323.

TUESDAY, NOV. 24
Classic film series features first full-length film directed and co-produced by Native Americans
"Smoke Signals," an 89-minute color movie/comedy
drama will be the next featured film in the Classic film series.
The award-winning script is based on a short-story collection
by Sherman Alexie. The film will begin at 7 p.m. in
McConnell Auditorium. Admission is $2.50.

FRIDAYr NOV. 20
Natural Science seminar focuses on misconceptions
Martha Kurtz of the Central chemistry department is the
featured speaker. She will speak on "Misconceptions in
Science: Where do they come from and what can be done?"
The event begins at 4 p.m. in the new Science Building, room
10 I. Admission is free.
Music student gives scholarship lecture and recital
Melanie Tebay, a Central music student, will give her
Farrell Scholarship lecture and recital at 6 p.m. in Hertz
Recital Hall. Tebay will play marimba music of Southern
Mexico and Guatemala. Admission is free.
SUB Pit hosts local jazz/fusion trio
Campus Life Performing Arts presents "Ecstasy in
Numbers," a local jazzlfusion trio that performs original
instrumental music. The sound combines jazz, rhythm and
blues, funk, reggae, latin, rock and·world beat music. The trio
will perform at noon in the SUB Pit.

SUNDAY, NOV. 22
Guest performs songs by American composers
Leslie McEwen, soprano. will present an array of songs
by American composers. John Pickett, Central piano professor, will accompany McEwen. The free performance begins
at 8 p.m. in Hertz Recital Hall.
Student piano recital slated
Central music student Carrin Eckis, will give a free student piano performance at 8 p.m. in Hertz Recital Hall.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 25
Thanksgiving break begins at noon today
Starting at noon today and through Friday, there will be
no school in observance of the Thanksgiving holiday.

Extended dates
"Little Shop of Horrors" final week in McConnell
The musical comedy, "Little Shop of Horrors," begins
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in McConnell Auditorium. Admission
is $5. Friday and Saturday the musical begins at 8 p.m. and
admission is $5 for students and general admission $12.
Sunday, the play starts at 2 p.m.
Madrigal Feaste slated for Nov. 20-22
In the royal traditions of the Renaissance, Central's music
department will present the 1998 Madrigal Feaste at 7 p.m.
Nov. 20-21 and at 5 p.m. on Nov. 22. The Sue Lombard dining hall will be transformed into a "troubadour" court befitting Eleanor of Aquitaine. The annual event features a sevencourse meal with a procession of song and food, music, dancing, theater and a little tomfoolery. Admission is $25 for
adults and $20 for students younger than 21. For more information call Karyl Carlson at 963-1616.
Comic strip art -displayed at Spurgeon Gallery
A complete display of the past and present of comic strip
art is featured in the Sarah Spurgeon Art Gallery from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and I p.m. to 4
p.m. Saturday and Sunday. Admission is free. , /
/

Student leaders were able to take
valuable skills with them after
attending the ninth annual Northwest
Student Leadership Conference,
Nov. 13-15 in Portland, Ore.
The conference took place at
Portland State University. Central
stood out with around 50 students
that attended; it was one of the
largest groups there.
"I had a wonderful time and I
hope everyone was able to take
something home with them that will
last them a lifetime," Kyle Alm, vice
president of political affairs, said.
The conference addressed a
broad range of issues that affect students.

"It was an experience to expand
my mind and broaden my horizons,"
Myles Milholland, a senior in law
and justice, said.
There were a total of seven sessions of leadership classes offered.
Time management, team building,
networking and public speaking
techniques were just a few of the different classes offered.
Student leaders taught the different classes.
Students were able to interact
with a wide variety of students from
a number of different schools and
states.
"Overall it was a great building
experience," Ryan Riley, a senior in
business, said. "I feel more prepared
for the future and in areas I didn't
know about."
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Amby Edinger Art Gallery relocates to N. Pearl Street
by David Simmons

Staff reporter
Students tired of seeing life from the same
perspective might consider art as a new, highfat diet which requires no cutting back or selfcontrol.
For Reuben Edinger, co-owner of the Amby
Edinger Art Gallery, life is art and art is food,
not just a temporary diversion.
"All of life is food and we're all on different
kinds of diets," Edinger said.
Edinger grew up in Yakima and returned to
Ellensburg two years ago when he moved his
then 20-year-old business to Ellensburg from
Boston.
Joan Amby, Edinger's wife, is the co-owner
of the gallery and is a professor in the family
studies and consumer sciences department at
Central.
The gallery, which is now on Pine Street, is
relocating to 313 N. Pearl St. and will be open
to the public at the new location the first week
of December.
"Pead is a more culturally involved street,"
Edinger said.
The new site is just a few blocks down from

Edinger said, whose analogy of art to
food is more than an afterthought.
"For me, art is food and what we eat
nourishes us."
Edinger has taught a variety of
classes in the arts at Harvard
University, Ohio State University,
Brigham Young University and
Boston University among others and
is a former Central student of the
earJy 60s.
The gallery attracts some local art
and art from around the world,
including Russia and Amsterdam.
Tammy Gregory/Observer
Instead of looking for particular
kinds of art from particular parts of
This piece, "Emerging from the Tundra" by
the world, Edinger looks for quality
Leo Osborne, is made of alabaster and
art from anywhere and everywhere
maple. The gallery and this piece will be
worldwide.
"I bring in as many different
moving to 313 N. Pearl St. in December.
kinds of art as I can," Edinger said.
The gallery displays the work of
Gallery One and the Clymer Museum and
Gallery. The site will have a double-door about 20 different artists.
"The gallery features classic award-winning
entrance into a room with a black ceiling and
art," Amby said. "It's unique in that it has major
track lights hanging three feet down from it.
"This whole place is being developed as a world art, but also features a lot of local artists."
The gallery usually features a different artist
fine restaurant so people can enjoy their food,"

quarterly. On Valentine's Day, it will put on a
show called "Women."
Edinger said the gallery is working with
Gallery One and Clymer to start a monthly art
walk in which people could walk from gallery
to gallery and to other places in town where art
is displayed. Edinger said the Sarah Spurgeon
Art Gallery at Central may also help initiate the
walk.
The gallery has just received new paintings
from Leo E. Osborne, whose burl wood sculpture of two Glaucous Macaws, "Rainforest
Magicians," won Best of Show last year at
Seattle's Pacific Rim Wildlife Show. Edinger
said the gallery is one of Osborne's major galleries.
Simon Kogan, whose "World War II
Memorial Sculpture" will be installed on the
grounds of the Capitol in Olympia this summer,
also has sculptures and paintings at the gallery.
The gallery also displays the works of such
artists as Alfred Currier, Stan Day, Stephan
Abhaya and Don de Llamas.
The gallery is open from 10 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. on weekdays, from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Saturdays, or by appointment. The gallery's
website is at www.ambyedinger.com.

Banquet joins international students and local families
by Claire Hein

Staff reporter
Food, fun and friendship were the main
ingredients at the Global Banquet held this past
Saturday, Nov. 14, in the SUB Ballroom.
The annual event, hosted by the Office of
International Studies and Programs (OISP),
pairs international students with local families
for a day of cultural exchange and awareness.
The host families took the international students grocery shopping for the ingredients of a
dish from the students' home country.
Together, they prepared the dish and took it to
the potluck.

Richard Jolliffe, a junior in social science
on exchange from Nepier University in
Edinbourgh, Scotland, had a great time with his
host, Economics Professor Ronald Elkins.
"It's a lot of fun getting hooked up with a
family," Jolliffe said. "I made smoked salmon
and I found out what Professor Elkins does for
fun when he's not working on economics."
Chris Andresen, coordinator of the Global
Banquet, said even though preparing for the
banquet was a huge task, the outcome made it
worth the effort.
"Even though the months before are hurried
and busy, when I'm at the dinner watching peopie interact, the gift of the experience washes

over me," Andresen said.
Bethany Harvey, international peer advisor
(IPA) of Asia University America Program,
said one especially important aspect of the
Global Banquet is that it gives the international students a more realistic view of American
culture.
"Just by going to school here doesn't provide them with experience," Harvey said.
"[The Global Banquet] opens their eyes to our
culture and they see what a family is like."
The Global Banquet has been an annual
event for the past 19 years. For more information on the Global Banquet or other OISP
events, call 963-3612.
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Academic AU-Stars
Six Central athletes were named· to their respective league's AllAcademic teams. Football players Dan Murphy (3 ..39 grade point
average) and Brandon Christensen (3.44) were named to the GTE
Academic All-District VIII football All-Star team. Women's soccer players Amber Rikerd (3.10) and Gretchen Talmadge (3.57) earned spots
on the PacWest Conference Academic All-Star team. Finally, CrossCountry members Brad Hawkins (3.85) and Fred Schmitt (3.33) were
named to the PacWest Academic All-Conference team.

Central faces Rocky Mountain Saturday
Wildcats
must stop
Battlin'
Bears passing

Win over
Humboldt
gives Central
CFA Title

Wildcats
vs.
Battlin' Bears
Saturday 2 p.m.
Billings, Mont.
Radio: 1240 AM KXLE

Short twins lead
RMC's aerial attack

Casey Jacox passes
for 346 ya~ds in win

by Daren Schuettpelz
Staff reporter

by Daren Schuettpelz
Staff reporter

With the Columbia Football
Association (CFA) title under their
sleeves, Central football is preparing
to duke it out with Rocky Mountain
College (RMC).
The game against RMC is the
first of four rounds Central must win
to clinch the national title they won
in 1995.
Rocky Mountain College is
ranked second in the nation and has
an undefeated record of 9-0. Central
is ranked 15th with a record of 6-3.
The Battlin' Bears are led by
identical twins David and Dennis
Short who played high school ball in
Stevenson, Wash.
David Short, RMC's quarterback,
has thrown for 3,412 yards and 34
touchdowns this season.
Brother Dennis Short has been on
the other end of many of those passes, hauling in 52 catches for 781
yards and eight touchdowns.
Central is 5-0 on the road this
season and surprisingly has not capitalized on the home field advantage.
The support of fans, cheerleaders
and the band did little to aid a
winning record at home. In fact, the
result was the loss of three out of
four home games.
"Their league is not as competitive as ours which is more highly

Central football crunched,
sacked, tackled, sweated, bled and
pummeled their way through
Humboldt State to win the Columbia
Football Association (CFA) title last
Saturday.
The 38-26 victory gave Central
their first CFA title since 1991.
Central did, however, win the NAIA
national title without winning the
conference title in 1995.
"This is really huge for the program," John Zamberlin, head football coach, said. "We won the game
outright and on the road."
Fans and players were concerned
the 14 to 15 hour bus ride to
Humboldt might affect the performance of the players.
"We actually had enough time to
recuperate so it really didn't affect
us," Mark Doll, offensive lineman,
said.
Doll said the teams strength
comes from Zamberlin's insistence
for a well-balanced game plan of
equal running and passing plays.
The team, which Zamberlin said,
begins preparing mentally for the
upcoming the week before and takes
each game one at a time.
"For this game we had the right
intensity," Brandon Christensen,
linebacker, said. "We either win the
game and go on or lose and end the
season."

Kevin Reitan/Observer

Casey Jacox (above) threw for a season-high 346 yards and three touchdowns leading
the Wildcats to a 38-26 win over Humboldt State and Central's first league title
since 1991.

See PLAYOFFS on page 76

All-conference
team named
Casey Jacox, quarterback, running back Dan Murphy, offensive

lineman Mark Doll, wide receiver
Ty Nunez, linebacker Brandon
Christensen, John Hallead at defensive back and kick returner and
punter Ian Tyrrell were named to
the CFA's all-conference first-team.

Halle ad was named Defensive
Player of the Year, while Head
Coach John Zamberlin was named
Coach of the Year.
The second team and honorable
mention are available on-line.

Women's basketball shoots down the Eagles
by Mike Wells
Staff reporter
The superstitions of Friday the 13th
didn't haunt the Central women's basketball team as junior Becki Matzen poured
in 17 points to lead Central to a 75-65 victory over Northwest College last week.
"it was a good opening victory for us,"
head Coach Jeff Whitney said.
Matzen scored all 17 of her points in
the first half including three from long
distance to help Central build a 13-point
halftime lead. With a 13-point halftime
lead, and Matzen dialing in from long distance, the Wildcat's were able to turn up
their defensive intensity.
Sophomore point guard Kristen Willis
led the defensive attack, drawing two

offensive foul charges on the Eagles.
Willis finished with 12 points and five
assists.
"Becki stepped up and showed that
she can be one the leaders on the team,"
Whitney said.
In the second half, tlie pesky Eagles
would not go away. Central helped
Northwest College get back into the
game, by shooting a dismal 29 percent
from the field.
Anytime they would make a run to
put Northwest College away, the Eagles
would counter the run with one of their
own. They used back door plays to cut
the lead down to four with six minutes to
play.
"We need to work on our help side
defense/' Whit~ey said.

Central regrouped down the stretch
and Willis made four straight free throws
inside the final two minutes to help seal
the victory for Central.
Freshmen Jenny Dixon and Jennifer
Niemi made good impressions in their
first collegiate games.
Dixon finished with 14 points and
Niemi pulled down 11 rebounds.
"Both of them stepped up and played
pivotal roles," Matzen said.
Central plays NCAA Division II
nationally ranked UC-Davis tomorrow at
the Seattle Pacific Invitational. They'll
play UC-Riverside on Saturday.
"If we come out and play with a high
intensity level, we should do just fine this
weekend," Matzen said.

Mathew Worden/Observer

Aranza Santana looks to pass durning practice. ,
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Men's basketball stumbles out of the .gate
Central loses to Division I Cougars; other schools find
hosting tournaments aHows them to compete better
by Tim Booth
Asst. sports editor

Observer file photo

Guard Justin Bursch scored six points and dished out
three assists in Central's 91-78 loss to Washington State.

Playing some of the top teams in
the country doesn't do wonders for a
team's win-loss record. Just ask the
Central men's basketball team.
The Wildcats are off to a 0-3
record after falling to two of the top
Division II teams in the country last
weekend, and a 91-78 loss to
Washington State Monday night.
Despite trailing by as many as 13
in the first half, Central pulled even
at halftime. But the Cougars physical play and size wore down Central
and allowed Washington State to
build an insurmountable 18-point
lead. Tyce Nasinec led the Wildcats
with a game-high 23 points.
The WSU defeat came on the
heels of losses to fourth-ranked
Salem-Teikyo IO 1-94 and Clarion
University 95-68 back at the Clarion
tournament last weekend.
Playing some of the top teams in
the country is something that other
Pac West Conference teams have
been doing for years.
Just ask the four schools in the
Pacific Division of the PacWest. The
University of Alaska-Anchorage,

''vou try to stay
away from getting blasted. ' '
-Jeff Law
University of Alaska-Fairbanks,
University of Hawaii-Hilo and
Chaminade University host major
Thanksgiving tournaments, with
some of the best Division I te•ms in
the country attending.
Some of the teams that the four
Division II schools play in the coming week include top-ranked Duke,
Indiana, Utah, the Washington
Huskies and Arkansas.
The draw to these tournaments is
exemptions.
"The three games they play here
are exempt from their limit,"
Alaska-Anchorage Head Coach
Charlie Bruns said. "They want to
play as many games as they can."
The NCAA puts a 27-game limit
on basketball teams, but exempts all
games played in Hawaii, Alaska,
Puerto Rico or other special touma-

ment gamf•.
"Many teams will schedule an
extra three home games and pay for
the trip," Hawaii-Hilo Head Coach
Jeff Law said.
The tournaments, which get
extensive national TV coverage also
help in recruiting.
"We get a lot of e-mail, phone
calls and letters after people see us
play on ESPN," Bruns said.
Law says that sometimes playing
the best can be a double-edged
sword.
"Hopefully these games will prepare us for the season and then we
can go into league with some confidence and good feelings," Law said.
"But you try to stay away from getting blasted and coming out of it with
no confidence and no good feelings."
Central Head Coach Greg
Sparling isn't concerned with the
experience future Wildcat opponents
will gain during these tournaments.
"It's nice to see teams in our
league on ESPN," Sparling said.
"But I don't think it gives them much
of an advantage."
The Wildcats will play· three of
the four teams hosting the tournaments during the season.

Women's .rugby shuts out Oregon State
by Shane Roy

Contributing writer
Billed as the first true test of the season,
Central's women's rugby team came to play
last Saturday, defeating Oregon State 33-0 to
improve its record to 4-0. The most telling stat
of the Wildcat's dominance this year is the fact
they haven't allowed a point all season,
outscoring their opponents by a 163-0 margin
in the process.
Hosting the powerful Beavers, Central controlled ail phases of the game, scoring three
tries in the first half and two in the second
while posting the shutout.
When it was all said and done, the rout of
the Beavers helped serve notice that the
Wildcats are fast becoming a·national power in
the women's rugby ranks.
"We pretty much dominated the game,"
senior Sarah Davison said. "They (Oregon
State) put up a good fight, but we just played
really well as a team."
Jennifer Wengel jump-started the Central

attack early in the match by kicking the ball
into the Beaver trie zone and pouncing on it for
the first score of the game.
After a solid defensive stand in their own
territory, the Wildcats quickly marched down
the field to tack on another trie, this time by
Iesha Ford.
"It was good to see our plays run all the way
through against such a challenging team,"
senior Shannon Cox said.
The back-breaker for Oregon State came
right before intermission, when Sena Hodgins
bullied her way into the trie zone, lifting
Central to a 19-0 lead.
The Wildcats continued to turn up the pressure in the second half, scoring on Ford's second trie midway through to up the difference to
26-0.
Oregon State's offense mounted two serious
scoring threats m the second half, only to come
up empty on both occasions.
After putting the first Central tally on the
board, Wengel fittingly capped the scoring with
a trie just before the final whistle.

Observer file photo

Wildcat Michelle Sipes passes the ball off during practice this week,
while Trisha Lamphere runs in from the side.

HAPPY THANKSGIVING!
from

Become a
Plasma Donor

New Donors
Earn
up to $50
THEIR
FIRST WEEK

Quality, concerned care for the entire family

John Savaae, DMD

Emergencies Welcome
INSURANCE
COSMETIC
WELCOME
DENTISTRY

CROWNS &
BRIDGES

PLASMA DONORS

ROOT
CANALS

ORAL
SURGERY

NITROUS
OXIDE
AVAILABLE
Preferred Provider- Wash. Dental Service

925-5680

Alpha Plasma Center
502 W. Nob Hill Ulvd. #4
Hours:
Moy-Thurs 8-6:30
•'ri 8-6. Sat 8-4
Sun closed.
Call 457-7878 for appt.
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Baseball strikes out with free agency
This summer, major
league baseball treated
fans to a record breaking
adventure.
Mark McGwire and
Sammy Sosa carried a
home run torch that should
burn for many moons.
The blasted New York
Yankees finished out their men-among-boys
year by mauling the helpless San Diego Padres.
You would think these spectacular stories
of home runs and Yankees would leave me
with a positive vibe about the game.

Sorry, it hasn't.
What I am ranting about is the foul element
of pro baseball.
You guessed it, as turkey season rolls in
with the snow, free agency creeps into the
world of Major League Baseball.
I can remember when free agency first
affected my favorite team, can you?
The year was 1986 and Bruce Hurst, lefthanded pitcher for the Red Sox, decided to pick
up and leave Beantown via free agency for San
Diego. Since the thought of free agency reverts
me back to times of extreme disappointment,
I'm sure you can relate.

Scoreboard

So here we are once again. A flurry of free
agents are scurrying around, like pigs wrestling
each other for a bigger portion of slop, to see
who will be willing to sign them to multi-million dollar contracts.
These free agents say that it is not about
money, but that is bull. Do you really think
Brian Jordan of the St. Louis Cardinals is opting for free agency because he doesn't like hitting behind Big Mac?
What about ultra free agent Mo Vaughn
from Boston? He won the MVP award while
playing for the Red Sox, and now he is leaving
for the Angels? I want to swallow a sealed can

Central
wrestling
gets primed
for NCAA

CFA
Final regular season standings

y-Central Wash.

Nov. 13 at Clarion, Pa.:
Salem-Teikyo 101, Central Washington 94
High scorers: CWU-Tyce Nasinec 25 points, Corby Schuh 17
points; Salem-Teikyo- Frank McQueen 36 points

Nov. 14 at Clarion, Pa.:

Western Wash.
Humboldt State
Southern Oregon
Western Oregon
Simon Fraser
y-conference champion

Conference
W
L
4
1
3
2
3
2
2
3
2
3
1
4

Clarion 95, Central Washington 68

Last week's games

High scorers: CWU- Mikel Ward t4 points, Simon Dubiel 13
points; Clarion- Lormont Sharp 32 points
Nov. 16 at Pullman

Southern Oregon 28, Western Washington 21
Western Oregon 56, Simon Fraser 14
End of regular season

Washington State 91, Central Washington 78

Nov. 13 at Kirkland:
Central Washington 75, Northwest College 65

High scorer: CWU- Becki Matzen 17 points, Jenny Dixon 14
points; Northwest- Leann Swedberg 19 points

Men's Rugby

L
3
5

7
6

5
6

Central Washington 38, Humboldt State 26

by Observer staff

NAIA National Playoffs

High scorers: CWU-Tyce Nasinec 23 points, Mikel Ward 13
points; WSU- Jan-Michael Thomas 22 points

·-·

Season
W
6
5
4
4
4
3

First round games
(all times pacific)

#10 University of Mary (N.D.) (8-2) at #4 University of Sioux
Falls (S.D.) (7-2), 10 a.m.
#11 Olivet Nazarene University (Ill.) (8-2) at #1 Hastings
College (Neb.) (10-0), IO a.m.
#12 Malone College (Ohio) (7-3) at #9 Georgetown College
(Ky.) (8-2), 10:30 a.m.
#16 Lindenwood University (Mo.) (8-2) at #3 Southwestern
College (Kan.) (8-1 ), 11 a.m.
#14 Tri-State University (Ind.) (9-2) at #5 Benedictine College
(Kan.) (9-1), 11 a.m.
#13 Huron University (S.D.) (8-2) at #6 Jamestown College
(N.D.) (8-1), 11 a.m.
#15 Central Washington University (6-3) at #2 Rocky
Mountain College (Mont.) (9-0), 2 p.m.

#7 Taylor University (Ind.) (8-2) at #8 Azusa Pacific University
(Calif.) (8-2), 6 p.m.

Nov. 14 at Ellensburg
Oregon State 39, Central Washington 31

Women's Rugby

Second round games Nov. 28
Semifinals Dec. 5
National Championship Dec. 19 at Hardin County, Tenn.

Nov. 14 at Ellensburg
Central Washington 33, Oregon State 0

I

of olives when I hear this kind of news!
I fully understand what Boston fans are
going through. First Wade Boggs leaves, then
the Red Sox send Roger Clemens paclcing for
Toronto and now Mo Vaughn has his walking
papers.
All I can say is, "Please stay Mo, if you do,
I'll dress-up in a Yankees uniform and you can
beat me with your bat until the curse of the
Bambino runs out!"
That may seem like a desperate cry, but
what will you do when A-Rod's contract runs
out or (God forbid) Ken Griffey is attracted by
the green dollars of New York or Atlanta?

After taking fifth at the NAIA tournament last year,
the Central wrestling team is ready to dive into the
NCAA II ranks this winter.
The Wildcats return three NAIA All-Americans to
this year's team including second place finisher senior
Bart Orth.
Juniors Chris Feist and Ben Orth, who placed fifth
and sixth respectively at last year's national tournament,
also return for Central.
As a sophomore last year Feist became only the third
Wildcat wrestler to win 30 matches twice. With two years
of eligibility remaining, the 184 pounder from Fife could
become the school's second four-time All-American.
Kevin Pine returns as Central's head coach and he
will be assisted by Andy Boe, Eric Idler and Jeremy
Brummett.
Last Saturday the Wildcats wrestled numerous exhibition matches against Central alumni.
The season officially gets underway this Saturday
with a freestyle tournament in Burnaby, British
Columbia. On Saturday, Nov. 28, will compete in the
Pacific Open at Forest Grove, Ore.

LMDER CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

For your convenience, we
will be open two extra hours
', from Nov. 26 t.o Jan. I

DI. MYRON LINDER
DR. SANDY LINDER
1011 N. Alder

Seasons Greetings from

Ellensburg Music Shop
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La.rge Selection & Great Deals

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted: full- part
time waitpersons, cooks,
etc. Apply in person,
Homestead Restaurant,
Cle Elum.
(Exit 85 off 1-90)

CLASSES

·'1

For Sale/Rent
SCUBA LESSONS
& SUPPLIES
Sign up now. Contact John
Moser Jr. at 925-1272

For Rent: 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments, furnished and
unfurnished, 1 block from
campus. call 925-2725

Nanny Opportunities!
Earn money for college while
BEGINNING AND INTERME- experiencing another area of
DIATE FENCING CLASSES
the country. Immediate placeIN FOIL AND SABER.
ment opportunities available.
At Jazzercise & recreation
Earn $250 - $400 per week,
Center 307 W. 1st (Near 1st.
plus room, board and airfare.
and Water) Tueffhurs, 3:30 •
Call Childcrest at 1-800-9374:30 PM, 7:00 to 8:30 PM.
Contact: Michael Tomulty
NAN I, for more information and
a free brochure.
962-6714 (home), 933-2348

Mobile Home: Buy or Lease.
14'x70', 2 bedroom, 1 bath.
925-7633
WE'VE GOT JUST THE
RIGHT PLACE! It's unique. It's
relaxed. It's new. It's high tech.
It's affordable. Come by and
check us out. University Court
Apartments, 2102 N. Walnut,
Ellensburg. 962-9090

Phone Cards
9.5 Cents Per Minute!
Call for next day delivery.
933-1680 or
Lo_rate@yahoo.com
Website
http://ld.neV7.5/1conlur

VW Vanagon, 4x4 syncro.
Great snow vehicle! '86, runs
good.$4,400.
Steve: 964-2202

Do you offer a service
you would like to
advertise? To place
your classified, call the .
Observer at 963-1026

SERVICES
WANTED
ESSAY OR REPORT DUE?
Need to get started on a term
paper? Whatever the subject or
class, our writing tutors can
help. Free! All students welcome! Bouillon 101, Monday Thursday 1:00 to 4:00. Academic Skills Drop-In Lab.

Will buy vehicles,
running or not. $ 25- $
1,000. Call Gary at 9623220, or Rich at

968-9499

L__--~~~~~___.:~:.._~~~~~~_:_.:.:....:_~~~~~~~~~~~_.__...;...._~~'"--~~~~~~
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Oregon State _trips up Central men
by David Banuelos
Contributing writer
When two national powerhouses collide, something has to give. Unfortunately for the Central
men's rugby club, they did too much giving.
Central hosted Oregon State University on
Saturday in a game to determine the front runner
for the Pacific Northwest Rugby Football Union
title. After a closely fought battle on a rain-soaked
field. Central fell short against the Beavers 39-31.
"Both sides played with an incredible amount
of heart," Oregon State Head Coach Mark Webber
said. ''It was quite possibly the best college rugby
game I've seen in 19 years of coaching."
Oregon State came after the Wildcats early on,
scoring on a penalty kick just two minutes in to put
the Beavers on top 3-0. Central fought back, tying
the game on a penalty kick by Kyle Jefferies, but
seconds later a dropped pass led to an easy trie for
Oregon State.
"Mistakes absolutely killed us this week,"
freshman Nate Larson said. "We practically gave
them half their points."
Later in the half, Jefferies stepped up again and
plunged into the trie zone to tie the game at 10.
With two minutes left and the Wildcats pressing
for their first lead of the day, another dropped pass
led to a trie for Oregon State.
"We didn't play together as a team today,"
junior David Hutchinson said. "We're going to
need to make a commitment to team play and eliminating mistakes from now on."
As the second half started, both teams turned it
up a notch. The Wildcats nearly scored on two
occasions, but costly errors gave the ball and the

PLAYOFFS:
Central in
playoffs for
first time
since '95
Continued from Page 13

Amy Jensen/Observer

The Wildcats lost their first game of the season, 39-31 to Oregon State last
Saturday. Central will next take on Western this weekend in Bellingham.
momentum back to the Beavers. Midway through
the half, Oregon State scored again to make it
24-10 and seemed to put the game on ice.
Unfortunately for the Beavers, Central simply
would not give up.
The Wildcats scored quickly to pull within
seven. Then, after an intercepted pass moved them
deep into Beaver territory, Central scored again to
tie it at 24. With three minutes left, the Wildcats
worked the ball into the trie zone to take their first
lead of the day at 31-24.

As the last minutes ticked away Oregon State
broke free of the Wildcats' defense to go ahead for
good with a trie and a field goal.
"We learned today that we have to play rugby
for 80 solid minutes," Central Head Coach Jason
Ray said. "When you let up, bad things happen."
Saturday, the rugby team travels to Bellingham
for a game against Western Washington, before
taking the winter off to prepare for the second half
of the season and, hopefully, the NCAA
tournament.

Looking for something

twice as nice?

respected," Mark Doll, offensive
lineman, said. "It should be a really
great game."
The two teams have not faced off
against one another so the preparation can be tricky for both teams.
"Honestly, we don't know what
to expect from Central," RMC's
Head Coach Jeff Lewis said. "We
only get the film and break it down.
It will be a fairly competitive game
because anyone they let into the tournament is a worthy opponent."
Central has the same outlook on
preparation for the game with RMC
as they did with Humboldt State;
They either win and keep going or
lose and end this year's season.
The team feels confident the long
trip to Billings will not affect their
playing ability as it had no real
impact on their performance against
Humboldt State.
"After the trip to Humboldt, we
know we can take it," Doll said. "It is
a real confidence boost for the team."

Do you like working
with the public?

Would you like to
share your knowledge
of Central with
prospective students
and their families?

Do you want to get
paid to learn how to
walk backwards and
talk at the same time?

If so, the Central

Two bedrooms, two baths, two closets...

it's just the beginning.
It's Unique. Tivo bedwoms, two full baths. Built-in computer desks. Two closets in e,1ch /Jedroom.

It's Relaxed. Great clubhou?e, tanning salon and the coolest laundry-mat in town'
It's New. Ene(qy efficient, designer touches and quality throu,qhout.
It's High Tech. Ultra high seced TI internet connection avail.ible in each unit
It's Affordable. Just J better place at the right price.

Visitation Program is
looking for a few good
people to be student
coordinators and tour
guides.

If you would like to be
one of us, come to First
Floor Mitchell Hall and
pick up an application .
packet from the Central
Visitation Program.

Come on by and check us out. • Room mate placements availahle.

Application deadline has
been extended to Mon.,
No·1. 231d by S pm.
No Phone Calls, please.

